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responsibility, continues to inspire and the Council on Foundations.
Louisiana to a distinguished liberation and healing.
Annual Legislative
The panel, titled "The Scales of Economic Justice," delved into the collaboration needed, the importance of strategic Advocacy Group and organizations like People's representatives from local Mississippi and featured
In 2023, ABFE expanded its national footprint with staff positioned across several key states and Capacity.
ABFE Growth Fund to Support Infrastructure around justice reform, educational equity, and the future of philanthropy in Black communities.
Here's a quick snapshot of the activities and initiatives that ABFE organized:

- In 2023, ABFE planned a series of impactful events aimed at strengthening and diversifying its membership base.

- provided a platform for leaders to convene webinars and Virtual Sessions and underscoring ABFE's commitment to honoring Black excellence.

- In response to a pivotal 2023 Supreme Court decision to overturn Affirmative Action, ABFE also developed and launched its CHAMA initiative, featuring impactful collaborations that not only amplified funding for Black-led nonprofits but also systematically dismantled philanthropic inequities and ensuring that our equity partners. READI reflects our (READI) in partnership with racial

- As a leading advocacy group, ABFE's work is fueled by the close to three hundred

- As we navigate a tough election cycle, as well as new partnerships with members to increase ABFE's Board of Directors by adding three new you all at Harambee in St. Louis for stimulating

- We are excited about member engagement to the coming years.

- The development of a resource bank, aimed to equip the philanthropic and nonprofit sectors with

- Launch of the Corporate

- Connecting Leaders Fellowship Program

- CEDRIC DA VIS, SR PHILANTHROPIC ADVISOR, helping us clarify our organizational structure.

- Refine our mission, vision and values and who are

- New Members

- Launch of our first regional Missourian, which has spurred funders collaborative strategy

- Increased investment in local

- Expansion of the Sustainability, enhancing its reach and impact. The expansion also led

- Donations above and beyond their membership fees.

- Thank you to our "In Solidarity Circle" members. These members have made

- ABFE's impact and influence in the field.

- This report outlines several of our 2023 highlights

- Our collective support and meaningful action to address these deeply ingrained issues. Our

- Let's Connect

- Flora Hewlett Foundation.

- Berry Gordy Family Foundation, highlighting funding

- In 2023, ABFE expanded its national footprint with staff positioned across several key states and Capacity.

- ABFE Growth Fund to Support Infrastructure around justice reform, educational equity, and the future of philanthropy in Black communities. 